Short List No. 191 - 2016.

The IJ List.

(A Miscellany).
1  Iacoboni, Marco. **MIRRORING PEOPLE.** The New Science of How We Connect with Others. First Edition; pp. [ii], x, 308; notes, index; original papered boards; a fine copy in dustwrapper. New York; Farrar, Straus and Giroux; (2008). #52198  A$30.00
2  **Idriess, Ion L.**  *The Great Boomerang*. Third (?) Edition; pp. viii, 254, [2](blank); 27 plates, including 2 maps; original cloth (rubbed; some minor soiling); a very good copy. Sydney; Angus and Robertson; 1944.  ***On the importance of water to Australia.***  

#45716  

A$25.00
3  **Idriess, Ion L. ** *The Wild White Man of Badu.* A Story of the Coral Sea. First Edition; pp. xiv, 232, [2](blank); endpaper maps, 15 plates (including 2 full-page maps); original cloth (a little marked); very scarce. Sydney; Angus and Robertson; (1950). ***Retelling the true story of a convict who escaped from Norfolk Island, killed and ate his companions, and became chief of a Torres Strait island.** #47701  A$65.00
4  **Idriess, Ion L.**  *THE RED CHIEF.*  [As told by the last of his tribe].  Reprint Edition; pp. xxvi, 226; 13 plates, appendix; original papered boards; a very good copy in dustwrapper.  (Sydney); Angus & Robertson Publishers; (1991).  ***First published 1953.  *Australian Classics series.*  #18296  A$30.00
5 Iggulden, David. **SAILING HOME.** A Pictorial Record Of The First Fleet Re-Enactment Voyage. Photographs Malcolm Clarke. Text David Iggulden. Square 4to, First Edition; pp. viii, 120; 7 coloured maps, very numerous coloured illustrations, glossary, lists of personnel; original papered boards; a fine copy in dustwrapper. (North Ryde); Angus & Robertson Publishers; (1988). #28213 **A$40.00**
6  Illuminated Manuscripts and Early Printed Books:  TWO AUCTION CATALOGUES.  4to; pp. 96; 254; lavishly illustrated in coloured & b/w.; original stiff pictorial wrappers.  London; Christie’s; 27 November & 16 December, 1991.  ***Totalling 485 lots, many of great importance.  With list of prices realised for the second catalogue.  With, also, Printed Books, The Salloch Collection, 31 Oct. & 1 Nov., 1991, pp. 80, 520 lots, with price list.  #55526  A$25.00
7  **Illustrated [Magazine]: ANTARCTIC TRIUMPH:** Three consecutive issues of *ILLUSTRATED* (May 10, 17 & 24, 1958) including the “first magnificent colour pictures of the Commonwealth expedition” comprising eleven pages in all (seven in colour) with accompanying text celebrating the successful crossing of Antarctica; complete issues; very good.  [London; Odhams Press]; 1958.  
#38218  
A$35.00
8  **Illustrated London News: ANTARCTICA.** Two pages comprising three photographs with accompanying text celebrating the reaching of the pole by Fuchs’ party; contained in the complete issue for Jan. 25, 1958, folio, 44 pp. plus advertising wrappers (a little spotted); a very good copy. London; Illustrated London News; 1958. #37846  A$25.00
9  Impey, Chris. **HOW IT ENDS.** From You to the Universe. Med. 8vo, First Edition; pp. 352; several figures, glossary, notes, references, index; original papered boards; a fine copy in dustwrapper. New York; W. W. Norton & Company; (2010). #64898  **A$35.00**
10 **Infield, Glenn. **BIG WEEK. The Classic Story of the Crucial Air Battle of WWII. Med. 8vo, New Edition; pp. [xii], 132(last 7 blank); bibliography, index; original quarter cloth; a fine copy in dustwrapper. (New York); Brassey’s (US), A Maxwell Macmillan Company; (1993). ***First published in 1974. An account of the February 1944 raids which crippled German industry leading to the end of the war. **#65348 **A$35.00
11 **Ingleton, Geoffrey C.** **CHARTING A CONTINENT.** A Brief Memoir on the History of Marine Exploration and Hydrographical Surveying in Australian Waters from the Discoveries of Captain James Cook to the War Activities of the Royal Australian Navy Surveying Service. First Edition; pp. [ii], xiv, [ii](blank), 146; 2 endpaper maps, 32 plates including map, 3 appendices, Errata slip tipped in at pp. xiii, index; original cloth (marked; foxed throughout); very scarce. Sydney; Angus and Robertson; 1944. #52966  

A$265.00
12 Ingpen, Robert. **AUSTRALIA’S HERITAGE WATCH.** An Overview of Australian Conservation. Roy. 4to, First Edition; pp. 120; numerous coloured illustrations; original papered boards; a fine copy in dustwrapper. (Adelaide); Rigby; (1981). ***Both human and natural worlds. #41722

A$45.00
13  Ingram, Terry.  **A QUESTION OF POLISH.**  The Antique Market in Australia.  Cr. 4to, First Edition; pp. 192; 12 coloured & 12 b/w. plates, notes, index; original papered boards; a fine copy in dustwrapper. Sydney; Collins; (1979).  #54581  

A$50.00

A$25.00
15  Institution of Mechanical Engineers, The. Automobile Division. A COLLECTION OF OVER FIFTY PAPERS ON ALL ASPECTS OF AUTOMOBILE ENGINEERING. 4to, mostly First Editions or Advance Issues; in total several hundred pages, with numerous illustrations, figures & diagrams, references, etc.; stapled, as issued; in very good condition. London; Published by the Institution; 1945-68. ***Together with Journal and Proceedings of the Institution for March 1945, June 1947-September 1949, and a couple of odd parts of the Automobile Division Proceedings (1947-50). Not collated in detail, but apparently all sound and complete, with a wealth of information on all aspects of automobile engineering from the tyres to engines, brakes, visibility, etc., etc. #64916

A$65.00
16 **Invasion of Europe: GREAT FORCES LANDED.** An 8-page section (outer leaves) of The Argus for Wednesday, June 7, 1944 announcing the commencement of the invasion to re-take Europe. Tabloid format; pp. [8]; map & several illustrations; in very good condition. Melbourne; The Argus; 1944. #16996 **A$35.00**
17 Ireland, Alexander. *The Book-Lover's Enchiridion*: Thoughts on the Solace and Companionship of Books, and topics incidental thereto; gathered from the best writers of every age, and arranged in chronological order. [Fourth Edition, Revised and Enlarged]. F’cap 8vo, Fourth Edition, Australian Issue; pp. xvi, [4], 496(last 3 blank), 8(adv.); title-page in red & black, index; original cloth (extremities slightly rubbed; front hinge a little weak, but a nice copy). Melbourne; Samuel Mullen; 1887. ***This edition published in the U.K. in 1884; the title-page is a cancel.*** #65964 A$30.00
18 Ireland, Bernard. *THE WAR IN THE MEDITERRANEAN 1940-1943*. Med. 8vo, First Edition; pp. 224; 3 maps, 32 plates, bibliography, index; original papered boards; a fine copy in dustwrapper. (London); Arms and Armour; (1993). #20337 A$45.00
19  **Irish Heraldry: COATS OF ARMS.** Leading Irish Families. Copyright, 1901, by P. Murphy. 4to; pp. [iv], [14]; 38 [of 40] coloured plates, each with 12 arms illustrated (a few minor tears; two plates with excisions, totalling four arms; lacking plates 35/36); extracted from Atlas and Cyclopedia of Ireland (with elaborate illustrated title-page and typeset title included); plain wrappers. Dublin & New York; Murphy & MacCarthy; 1904. ***Incomplete, as noted, but of some utility nevertheless. #28944  

A$25.00
20  Irvine, William. **APES, ANGELS, AND VICTORIANS.** A Joint Biography of Darwin and Huxley. First Edition; pp. xiv, 402 (last 3 blank); 8 plates; original cloth; (inscriptions on endpaper); a very good copy in slightly defective dustwrapper. London; Weidenfeld and Nicolson; (1955). #53666  

A$65.00
21 **Irvine, William.** **THOMAS HENRY HUXLEY.** First Edition; pp. 40; portrait frontispiece, select bibliography; original wrappers; a nice copy. (London); Published for the British Council and the National Book League by Longmans, Green and Co.; (1960). ***Bibliographical Series of Supplements to ‘British Book News’ on Writers and Their Work No. 119.*** #66030

A$25.00
22 **Irving, Laurence; (Preface by).** **BLIGH AND THE BOUNTY.** His Narrative of the Voyage to Otaheite. With an account of the Mutiny and of his Boat Journey to Timor. First U.S. Edition; pp. [ii], xxx, 284, [4](blank); endpaper map, numerous fine b/w. illustrations by Laurence Irving, bibliography; original cloth (very slightly marked) illustrated in black; a nice copy; scarce. [New York]; (E. P. Dutton & Co., Inc.; 1936). ***From the library of Lawrence Fitzgerald, with bookplate, and with name of former owner on preliminary page.***

#52191

A$120.00
24 Italy: **Cartes Taride No. 30 Routiere. ITALIE (Section Nord).** Large folding map, 850 by 650 mm approx., printed in three colours; folded into original printed envelope; a fine copy. Paris; Cartes Taride; 1926. ***An attractive early French motoring map.***

#18397

A$30.00
25  **Jackson, Catherine Charlotte Lady.**  **FAIR LUSITANIA.**  Super roy. 8vo, First Edition; pp. xii, 408; 20 fine engraved plates, appendix; original cloth (neatly rebacked, with original backstrip preserved; one plate & one text leaf misplaced, but quite complete); a nice copy; scarce. London; Richard Bentley and Son; 1874.  ***Travels in Portugal, nicely illustrated.***  #12316  

A$225.00

A$25.00
27 Jackson, Gainor W.  **THE NEW ZEALAND BEACH AND BOATING BOOK.** Written and illustrated by Gainor W. Jackson. First Edition; pp. viii, 120; numerous illustrations, index; original papered boards; a nice copy in worn dustwrapper. Auckland; Cassell; (1962). #25306  

A$30.00
28 Jackson, Holbrook. **THE READING OF BOOKS.** First Edition; pp. 292; notes, index; original cloth (slightly marked); a very good copy. London; Faber and Faber Limited; (1946). #16275  A$45.00
29 Jackson, Holbrook. **THE PRINTING OF BOOKS.** Second Edition; pp. xiv, 288(last 3 blank); 79 illustrations, notes, index; original cloth; a nice copy in worn dustwrapper. London; Cassell & Company Ltd.; (1947). ***First published in 1938. Concerning design and layout and the selection of appropriate typography for the material printed. #39395  

A$95.00
30 Jackson, Holbrook. **DREAMERS OF DREAMS.** The Rise and Fall of 19th Century Idealism. First Edition; pp. 284 (last blank); index; original cloth; a nice copy in worn dustwrapper. London; Faber and Faber Limited; mcmxlvi (1948). ***Carlyle, Ruskin, William Morris, Emerson, Thoreau, and Whitman. #16362 A$60.00

#65940  
A$50.00
32  Jackson, M. H.  **GALAPAGOS.** A Natural History Guide. Med. 8vo, First Edition, Fifth Impression; pp. [ii], xiv, 288(last 5 blank); double-page map, 16 coloured plates, numerous text illustrations & maps, bibliography, 3 appendices, general index, species index; original stiff pictorial wrappers; a nice copy. (Calgary); The University of Calgary Press; (1991). ***First published 1985. #65515  A$35.00
33 Jacobs, A. J.  **THE GUINEA PIG DIARIES.** My Life as an Experiment. First Edition; pp. xvi, 240(last 3 blank); several illustrations, 2 appendices, notes, bibliography; original papered boards; a fine copy in dustwrapper. New York; Simon & Schuster; (2009). #62690

A$15.00
34  **Jaeger, Gustave; M.D. PROBLEMS OF NATURE,** Researches and Discoveries. Selected from his Published Writings. Edited and translated by Henry G. Schlichter, D.Sc. First Edition; pp. [ii], viii, 262, [2](adv.); folding map, 3-page facsimile letter from Charles Darwin, glossary, index; original cloth (a little marked; title-page browned); a very good copy; scarce. London; Williams and Norgate; 1897. #66585  

A$65.00
35 **Jaguar Cars Limited:** *Spare Parts Catalogue for Jaguar Mark V.* 2½/3½ Litre Models. 4to, Facsimile Edition; pp. [224] (irregularly paginated); numerous plates showing exploded diagrams of all parts of the vehicle, index; original post & hole binding, lettered in gilt; a fine copy; very scarce. No Imprint [Melbourne; Jaguar Car Club of Victoria; c. 1978]. ***First published in 1949, this is a facsimile of the Revised Second Edition of 1958. Only about 50 copies of this facsimile of an invaluable guide for the Jaguar enthusiast were done.***

#64535

A$135.00
36  Jahme, Carole. **BEAUTY AND THE BEASTS.** Woman, Ape and Evolution. Med. 8vo, First Edition; pp. x, 406; endpaper map, 45 illustrations on 16 plates, notes, bibliography, index; original papered boards; a fine copy in dustwrapper. (London; Virago Press; 2000). ***An interesting account of Jane Goodall, Dian Fossey, Birute Galdikas and several other notable female researchers into the great apes. #38554

A$45.00
37 James, Clive. **BRILLIANT CREATURES.** A first novel. Second Impression; pp. 320(last 3 blank); notes, index; original papered boards; (name on endpaper); a nice copy in dustwrapper. London; Jonathan Cape; (1983). #19233  

A$20.00
38 James, Louis. **ENGLISH POPULAR LITERATURE 1819-1851.** Edited, with an Introduction and Commentary, by Louis James. Cr. 4to, First U.S. Edition; pp. 368; numerous illustrations, notes, bibliography, index; original papered boards, (light waterstain to lower margin throughout, otherwise a nice copy in dustwrapper). New York; Columbia University Press; 1976. #65916  A$20.00
39 James, Wendy; Baumann, Gerd; and Johnson, Douglas H.; Editors. **Juan Maria Schuver’s Travels in North East Africa 1880-1883.** First Edition; pp. cviii, 392, [4](blank); portrait frontispiece, 18 figures (maps & illustrations including 2 coloured maps), 8 appendices, bibliography, list of primary & secondary sources, index; original cloth, gilt; a fine copy in dustwrapper. London; The Hakluyt Society; 1996. ***Hakluyt Society Second Series, Volume 184.*** #63450

A$65.00
Jarman, Robert. **JOURNAL OF A VOYAGE TO THE SOUTH SEAS, IN THE “JAPAN,”** employed in the Sperm Whale Fishery, under the Command of Capt. John May. By Robert Jarman. First published at Beccles and London in 1838. Edited, with an Introduction, Notes, Chronology, and Index, by Robert M. Warneke, and faithfully reprinted from the original. Melbourne: Edition Renard 2009. 8vo, Special Limited New Edition; pp. XII, vi, 242, [243]-318; portrait, introduction, extensive notes, chronology, references and index; fully section-sewn on tapes and finely hand-bound in full grey goatskin, all edges dyed, with marker ribbon, housed in a buckram slipcase with title labels. Melbourne; Edition Renard; 2009. ***Special limited edition of 30 numbered copies only, within the overall limitation of 200 copies. A new edition of the very rare account first published in two issues in 1838 and until now never reprinted - see Forbes 1104, also Bagnall 2685 and Ferguson 2526 (and 2526a). Robert Jarman, the son of a printer at Beccles, joined the crew as a young man of twenty years on a whaling voyage to the South Seas in 1831. During the next three to four years young Robert’s forecastle jottings were transformed into a lively and well-crafted tale. The primary theme is the hard, unrelenting search for whales, reflected in Jarman’s methodical recording of encounters with other whalers and elaborated with graphic descriptions of the excitements and dangers of whaling with the inevitable accidents, injuries, and tragic deaths. After cruising the Japan Sea, the ship reached the Hawaiian Islands at the end of October 1832 and anchored at Honolulu. “The author noted 18 whalers in port. He describes the harbor and the method by which ships were towed in, and the Honolulu Fort, and the town and its native people” (Forbes). He tells also of surviving gales and near disaster when the Japan was dismasted in a hurricane, which forced the stricken ship to Sydney for extensive repairs. Jarman gives an interesting account of Sydney, with perceptive comments on convicts and their management and the Aboriginals and their customs including the use of the boomerang. Subsequently the ship cruised around Rotuma, the Fiji Islands and New Zealand before returning to England. Along the way Jarman gives accounts of visits to bays and islands to trade for fresh provisions, and of longer stays at various ports for wood, water and to benefit the crew. A welcome respite from the rigors and grinding repetition of shipboard life, Jarman was obviously captivated by those of the natives who were friendly, and he perceptively and sympathetically described their modes of life, customs, and the effects of European intercourse and colonization. The scope and appeal of this book is enhanced by some lengthy passages on natural history, including observations on the social behaviour of sperm whales and encounters with sharks, other fish and birds. Because of several chance but pertinent events he was able to include commentaries on several dramatic episodes of Pacific maritime history, such as the Bligh mutiny and its aftermath, and recent massacres of ships crews by islanders -- a constant fear for lightly-armed visiting whalers. #27822

A$695.00

A$195.00
43 (Jean-Richard, Pierette). GRAVEURS EN TAILLE-DOUCE DES ANCIENS PAYS-BAS 1430/1440 - 1555 dans la Collection Edmond de Rothschild. 4to, First Edition; pp. 176; 6 coloured plates, 104 b/w. illustrations, index of artists, index of titles, bibliography, list of exhibitions, annotated index of technical terms; original stiff wrappers; a fine copy. (Paris); Reunion des Musees Nationaux; (1997). ***An attractive and well illustrated and annotated catalogue of a fine exhibition. #19482 A$25.00
Jeans, Sir James. **THROUGH SPACE AND TIME.** Based on the Royal Institution Lectures Christmas 1933. First U.S. Edition, Second Impression; pp. xvi, 224; 49 (of 53) plates, several figures (including a few text maps), index; original cloth; a very good copy. New York; The Macmillan Company; 1934. ***Lacking plates 17-20, but photocopies loosely inserted. #33284 A$25.00
45 Jenkins, Alan C. **THE NATURALISTS.** Pioneers of Natural History. Square 4to, First Edition; pp. 200; 8 coloured plates, numerous b/w. illustrations, refs, chronology, who’s who, index; original papered boards; a nice copy in dustwrapper. London; Hamish Hamilton; (1978). ***Including Joseph Banks, Charles Darwin, Alfred Russel Wallace and others. #30997

A$65.00
46  **Jenkins, Francis A. [and] White, Harvey E.**  **FUNDAMENTALS OF OPTICS.**  Third Edition.  Med. 8vo, Third Edition; pp. viii, 640(last 3 blank); very numerous figures, index; original cloth; (tape marks on endpapers; some slight foxing); a very good copy.  New York; McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc.; 1957.  #64921  **A$30.00**
47 Jenness, D. **REPORT OF THE CANADIAN ARCTIC EXPEDITION 1913-18.** Volume XII: The Copper Eskimos. Part B. Physical Characteristics of the Copper Eskimos. Southern Party, 1913-16. Med. 8vo, First Edition; pp. 66(last blank); 12 plates; original wrappers. Ottawa; F. A. Acland; 1923. ***This important expedition was led by Vihljalmur Stefansson. #8353 A$95.00
48 Jennett, Sean. **THE MAKING OF BOOKS.** First Edition; pp. 480 (last 6 blank); 199 illustrations (many full-page, incl 4 coloured & many b/w. plates), bibliography, index; original cloth; a fine copy in slightly worn dustwrapper. (London); Faber & Faber; (mcmli) [1951]. #16062

A$75.00
49  **Jepsen**, Glenn L.; **Mayr**, Ernst; **Simpson**, George Gaylord; Edited by. *Genetics, Paleontology, and Evolution*. For the Committee on Common Problems of genetics, Paleontology, and Systematics, of the National Research Council. Med. 8vo, First Edition; pp. xvi, 474, [2](blank); 1 plate, several figures, glossary, index; original cloth (slightly marked; number on spine & label on endpaper, but no other marking); a very good copy. Princeton, New Jersey; Princeton University Press; 1949. #62185  

**A$65.00**
50 Jessup, Ronald; Compiled by. **CURIOSITIES OF BRITISH ARCHAEOLOGY.** Second Edition; pp. xii, 216(last blank); author index with notes; original papered boards; a nice copy in dustwrapper. (Chichester, Sussex); Phillimore; (1974). ***First published 1961.***

#37652

A$25.00
52  **Job, Leona C.**  **OCEAN BOUND.**  A Biography of Captain Geo. W. Milner 1881 - 1930. First Edition; pp. 84; several illustrations, bibliography; original stiff wrappers; a fine copy. No Imprint; [The Author]; (1993). ***Inscribed and signed by the Author.***

#29701

A$35.00
53 Jobson, Richard. **THE DISCOVERY OF THE RIVER GAMBRA (1623).** Edited, with additional material, by David P. Gamble and P. E. H. Hair. Super roy. 8vo, First Edition; pp. xvi, 344 (last 3 blank); coloured frontispiece, 4 maps, 8 plates (containing 13 photos.), 1 coloured and 13 b/w. text illustrations, 2 appendices, bibliography, notes, index; original cloth, gilt; a fine copy in dustwrapper. London; The Hakluyt Society; 1999. ***Series III, Volume 2, the second of a fine new series in slightly larger format than Series I & II. The additional material in Part II (pp. 239-312) comprises other early sources on the now-called River Gambia. #63374 A$75.00
54 Johanson, Donald C. and Edey, Maitland A. **LUCY.** The Beginnings of Humankind. First Paperback Edition, Fifth Impression; pp. 414(last 5 adv.); 8 coloured plates, numerous b/w. illustrations, appendix, bibliography, index; original stiff wrappers; a fine copy. (New York); Warner Books, A Warner Communications Company; (1982). **First published in the previous year. #65883 A$25.00**
55  **Johns, Adrian. THE NATURE OF THE BOOK.** Print and Knowledge in the Making. Med. 8vo, First Edition; pp. xxii, 754 (last blank); numerous illustrations, bibliography, index; original quarter cloth; a fine copy in dustwrapper. Chicago and London; The University of Chicago Press; (1998).  ***A most interesting book covering from an unusual angle the development of books and printing, the physiology of reading, publishing and the dissemination of scientific ideas, piracy and usurpation, etc. #46151  A$75.00
56 [Johnson, A. F. and Scholderer, Dr. V.]. **SHORT-TITLE CATALOGUE OF BOOKS PRINTED IN THE NETHERLANDS AND BELGIUM** and of Dutch and Flemish Books Printed in Other Countries from 1470 to 1600 now in the British Museum. First Edition; pp. viii, 276(last blank); index of Printers and Publishers; original cloth; a fine copy in dustwrapper. London; Trustees of The British Museum; 1965. #16052  A$65.00

#32902

A$25.00

A$45.00
59  **Johnson, Clifford.**  **INTRODUCTION TO NATURAL SELECTION.**  Med. 8vo, First Edition; pp. [x], 214(last blank); 3 tables, bibliography, index; original papered boards; a nice copy in slightly torn dustwrapper. Baltimore; University Park Press; (1976).  
#26460  
A$30.00
60  **Johnson**, Clive. *LAND OF THE ICE KING*. 4to, First Edition; pp. 160; endpaper map, lavishly illustrated with fine coloured photos.; bibliography; original dark blue cloth, spine lettered in gilt; a fine copy in dustwrapper. (Shrewsbury); Swan Hill Press (An imprint of Airlife Publishing); (1990). ***Renard 812. #43734  A$110.00
61  Johnson, Helen; Editor. **ANTIPODES ANTIQUES AND FINE ART.** Number 1. 4to; pp. 112; numerous coloured illustrations; original pictorial wrappers; a fine copy. Balwyn, Victoria; Antipodes Publications; 1997. ***Including an article on Charles Rasp & the Model of the Broken Hill Mine and others. #52704 A$15.00

***“The new “Amity”, a full scale and authentic reproduction of the original vessel, was built and berthed within a few metres of where those first pioneers stepped ashore.”   #30407

A$18.00
63 Johnson, Phillip E. **DARWIN ON TRIAL.** Med. 8vo, First Edition; pp. [x], 198(last 3 blank); notes, index; original quarter cloth; a nice copy in dustwrapper. Downers Grove, Illinois; InterVarsity Press; (1991). ***An attempt at a riposte to Darwin and his modern protagonists such as Stephen Jay Gould. #23321 A$25.00
64 Johnson, Stanley. **ANTARCTICA: THE LAST GREAT WILDERNESS.** Foreword by Sir Peter Scott. Med. 8vo, First Edition; pp. xiv, 206, [4](blank); 2 full-page maps, bibliography, index; original blue cloth-grained papered boards, spine lettered in silver; a very good copy in worn dustwrapper. London; Weidenfeld and Nicolson; (1985). ***Renard 813. #19888 A$60.00
65 **Johnston, Lieutenant Colonel George:** **A CHARGE OF MUTINY.** The Court Martial of Lieutenant Colonel George Johnston for deposing Governor William Bligh in the Rebellion of 26 January 1808. Introduced by John Ritchie. Med. 8vo, First Edition (with this introduction); pp. XXII (Introduction); [iv], 486 (last blank, the facsimile), 487-490 (modern index); mounted coloured portrait frontispiece, 5 illustrations on 4 plates, appendix, errata, index; original cloth; a nice copy in taped dustwrapper. Canberra; National Library of Australia; 1988. ***Facsimile of “Proceedings of a General Court Martial ... for the Trial of Lieut-Col. Geo. Johnston ... on a Charge of Mutiny ... for deposing ... William Bligh ....” first published in 1811. #20998 A$95.00
66  **Johnston, Sir Harry.  PIONEERS IN CANADA.**  With Eight Plates in Colours by E. Wallcousins. First Edition; pp. 328; 3 full-page maps, 8 coloured & 8 b/w. plates; original quarter leather, with cloth sides; a fine copy. London; The Gresham Publishing Company; N.D. [c. 1910].  ***Great Travellers and Explorers series.  #12778  A$85.00
67 Johnstone, R. W. WILLIAM SMELLIE. The Master of British Midwifery. First Edition; pp. viii, 140(last blank); coloured portrait frontispiece, 30 b/w. plates, index; original buckram; a very good copy. Edinburgh and London; E. & S. Livingstone Ltd; 1952. ***With some interesting correspondence concerning the portrait loosely inserted. #15731 A$65.00
68  Joly, John.  **THE SURFACE-HISTORY OF THE EARTH.**  First Edition; pp. 192; coloured folding oro-barygraphical chart of the world, 4 maps, 9 plates, 11 figures, 2 appendices, glossary; original cloth; (inscription on half-title); a very good copy. Oxford; at the Clarendon Press; 1925.  #3437  

A$40.00
69 Joly, N. MAN BEFORE METALS. With one hundred and forty-eight illustrations. Sixth Edition. Cr. 8vo, Sixth Edition; pp. viii, 368 (last 3 blank); 148 figures; index; original red cloth, decorated in gilt & blind; uncut; (some minor soiling); a very good copy; scarce. London; Kegan Paul, Trench, Trubner & Co., Ltd.; 1902. ***The International Scientific Series, Vol. XLIV. #65810 A$65.00
70 Jones, Barry and Dixon, M. V. THE MACMILLAN DICTIONARY OF BIOGRAPHY. Fully revised and updated edition. Med. 8vo, Second Edition; pp. [vi], 922(last 5 blanks for notes); original papered boards; a nice copy in dustwrapper (spine a little faded). (South Melbourne); M(acmillan; 1986). ***A useful one-volume dictionary of world-wide figures throughout history, first published in 1981. #48193 A$45.00
71 Jones, Barry. **DICTIONARY OF WORLD BIOGRAPHY.** Med. 8vo, Third Edition; pp. [viii], 828, [4](blank); original papered boards; a nice copy in dustwrapper. [Melbourne; Information Australia; 1998]. ***A useful one-volume dictionary of world-wide figures throughout history, first published in 1994. #52728  A$30.00

#30747

A$15.00
Jones, Colin. **AUSTRALIAN COLONIAL NAVIES.** Cr. 4to, First Edition; pp. xii, 180(last 3 blank); 5 maps, 16 illustrations, 28 ship profiles, notes, glossary, 7 appendices, annotated bibliography, index; original stiff wrappers; a fine copy. (Canberra); Australian War Memorial; (1986).

***An excellent and detailed work. #33980

A$45.00
74 Jones, Colin. WINGS AND THE NAVY. [1947 - 1953]. First Edition; pp. 128(last blank); 2 maps, 16 plates, glossary, appendix, bibliography, notes, index; original stiff wrappers; a fine copy. (Kenthurst, NSW); Kangaroo Press; (1997). ***Inscribed and signed by the Author. Together with two Draft Copies of the same work, with suggestions for corrections/amendments. #32505 A$65.00
75 Jones, David J.; Compiled by. **THE AUSTRALIAN DICTIONARY OF ACRONYMS & ABBREVIATIONS.** Second revised edition. Second Edition; pp. [iv], 22; original cloth; (endpapers slightly foxed); a nice copy in dustwrapper. (Leura, N.S.W.); Second Back Row Press; (1981). ***First published in 1977. #34883 A$25.00
76 Jones, Greta. **SOCIAL DARWINISM AND ENGLISH THOUGHT.** The Interaction between Biological and Social Theory. First Edition; pp. [iv], xiv, 234, [4](blank); bibliography, notes, index; original stiff wrappers; a nice copy. Sussex; The Harvester Press; (1980). #65492 A$35.00
77 Jones, Herbert. **STANLEY MORISON DISPLAYED.** An Examination of his Early Typographic Work. Foreword by Sir William Emrys Williams, CBE DLitt. Cr. 4to, First Edition; pp. 128(last blank); 96 illustrations, many being reproductions of Morison’s typography, appendix, index; original papered boards; (lower corners slightly bumped); a fine copy in dustwrapper. London; Frederick Muller Limited; 1976. ***A volume in the Ars Typographica Library, edited by James Moran. #27278 A$65.00
78 Jones, Louise Seymour. THE HUMAN SIDE OF BOOK-PLATES. First Edition, Second Impression; pp. xiv, 158, [2](blank); 10 full-page plates, numerous smaller illustrations, index; original quarter cloth; fore-edges uncut; a nice copy. No Place [Los Angeles]; The Ward Ritchie Press; 1951 (1952). ***Attractively produced, with printing in black & red. #66259 A$65.00
79  Jones, Martin.  **FEAST.**  Why Humans Share Food.  Med. 8vo, First Edition; pp. xiv, 364, [6](blank); 3 maps, 33 illustrations, notes, references, index; original papered boards; a fine copy in dustwrapper.  (Oxford); Oxford University Press; (2007).  #33097  A$60.00
80 [Jones, Phyllis Mander].  **THE TASMAN MAP OF 1644.**  Historical Note and Description of the Manuscript Map in the Mitchell Library, Sydney.  Med. 8vo, First Edition; pp. 32(last blank); double-page map, full-page coloured map & 2 full-page b/w. maps, note on the reproduction & printing of the Tasman charts, bibliography; original wrappers sewn into protective outer wrapper; (five lines underlined, but a fine copy); very scarce.  (Sydney); Library of New South Wales; 1948.  #33675  

A$145.00
81 Jones, Phyllis Mander. **A CATALOGUE OF THE MANUSCRIPTS IN THE LIBRARY OF THE ROYAL GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY OF AUSTRALASIA** (South Australian Branch) Inc. Compiled by Phyllis Mander-Jones. Cr. 4to, First Edition; pp. x, 54; 15 illustrations, index; original papered boards; a fine copy. Adelaide; Royal Geographical Society of Australasia (South Australian Branch) Inc.; 1981. ***Including 179 items, many of exploration and Aboriginal interest. #18895 A$60.00

**A$50.00**
Jones, Steve. **Y. THE DESCENT OF MEN.** First Edition; pp. [viii], 280; bibliography, index; original papered boards; (lower corner rather bumped, otherwise a very good copy in dustwrapper). (London); Little, Brown; (2002). #26781

**A$18.00**
84  **Joppien, Rudiger & Smith, Bernard.** *The Art of Captain Cook’s Voyages.* Volume I: The Voyage of the Endeavour 1768-1771. Super roy. 4to, First Edition; pp. [xvi], 248(last blank); several hundred illustrations in coloured & b/w.; bibliography; index; original papered boards; a fine copy in slightly worn dustwrapper. Melbourne; Oxford University Press; (1985). ***A substantial and important work - many of the illustrations are previously unpublished. #41253 A$250.00
85 Joppien, Rudiger & Smith, Bernard. THE ART OF CAPTAIN COOK’S VOYAGES. 2 vols., super roy. 4to, First U.S. Edition; Volume I: The Voyage of the Endeavour 1768-1771; pp. [xvi], 248(last blank); Volume II: The Voyage of the Resolution and Adventure 1772-1775; pp. [xiv], 274; in total nearly 1200 illustrations in coloured & b/w.; bibliography and index to each vol.; original papered boards (rear board to the second volume severely abraded, but contents unaffected); a very good set in torn dustwrappers. New Haven and London; Published for the Paul Mellon Centre for Studies in British Art by Yale University Press; (1985). #22496 A$250.00
Joppien, Rudiger & Smith, Bernard. **THE ART OF CAPTAIN COOK’S VOYAGES. Volume I: The Voyage of the Endeavour 1768-1771** with a Descriptive Catalogue of all known original drawings and paintings of peoples, places, artefacts and events and original engravings associated with them. Pp. [xvi], 248(last blank); approx. 600 illusts. in col. & b/w., bibliog., index. 

**Volume II: The Voyage of the Resolution and Adventure 1772-1775** with a Descriptive Catalogue of all known original drawings and paintings of peoples, places, artefacts and events and original engravings associated with the Voyage. Pp. [xiv], 274; approx. 600 illusts. in col. & b/w.; bibliog., index. 


***A substantial and important work - many of the illustrations are previously unpublished. Only 500 copies of the First Edition of volumes I & II were done and these were sold out within days of publication; this second impression was issued in superior binding of cloth matching the volumes of the third voyage (the first edition of volumes I & II was in papered boards only). Included is an account of each voyage and notes on the artists. The third volume (in two parts) includes an interesting note on the publication of the Third Voyage (9 pp.) and a full account of the life and art of John Webber, the official artist on the voyage, and also William Ellis. The second part of each volume comprises a complete illustrated catalogue of the known first-hand work relating to the various voyages. #67067 A$950.00
87 Jordan, David Starr and Kellogg, Vernon Lyman. **EVOLUTION AND ANIMAL LIFE.** An Elementary Discussion of Facts, Processes, Laws and Theories Relating to the Life and Evolution of Animals. First Edition, late impression; pp. xii, 492(last 3 blank); 3 coloured plates, numerous text figures, appendix, index; (one text leaf a little stained, otherwise a very good copy); very scarce. New York; D. Appleton and Company; 1919 (Copyright 1907). #9826 **A$65.00**
88 [Jordan, William; Text by]. *THE ROYAL TOUR OF AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND IN PICTURES*. Roy. 4to, First Edition; pp. [120]; coloured frontispiece, very numerous illustrations (including 20 pp. in colour); original embossed cloth, gilt; a very good copy. [Melbourne]; A Colorgravure Publication; N.D. [1954]. #58216

A$30.00
89  **Jose, Arthur Wilberforce, & Carter, Herbert James; Edited by. THE ILLUSTRATED AUSTRALIAN ENCYCLOPAEDIA.** 2 vols., impl. 8vo, First Edition; Vol. I, pp. x, 768, [6](blank); double-page coloured map, 11 coloured plates (4 double-page), 15 b/w. plates; Vol. II, pp. [viii], 750(last colophon), [2](blank); 1 double-page & 6 full-page coloured maps, 7 b/w. full-page maps, several maps in text, 13 (of 14) coloured plates (1 double-page), 14 b/w. plates, Errata slip to Vol. I; original green cloth, gilt; a very good set. Sydney; Angus & Robertson; 1925-26. ***Presentation copy inscribed to Johannes C. Andersen from Angus & Robertson and with typed letter, signed, from Arthur Jose to Andersen tipped in at front of Volume I, together with printed sheet requesting corrections, this having several manuscript entries by Andersen. Lacking the plate of Parrots at Page 284 of Volume II. #493  
A$100.00
Joske, Sir Percy. **SIR ROBERT MENZIES 1894-1978** - a New, Informal Memoir. First Edition; pp. [iv], 354, [2](blank); 22 illustrations (all but one full-page); original papered boards; a nice copy in dustwrapper. (Sydney); Angus & Robertson Publishers; (1978). #16864

A$25.00
91 Judd, Bernice. **VOYAGES TO HAWAII BEFORE 1860.** A Record, Based on Historical Narratives in the Libraries of the Hawaiian Mission Children’s Society and The Hawaiian Historical Society, Extended to March 1860. Enlarged and Edited by Helen Yonge Lind. Med. 8vo, Second Edition; pp. [ii], xviii, 132(last 3 blank); chronology, bibliography, index; original illustrated papered boards; a fine copy. Honolulu; University Press of Hawaii, for Hawaiian Mission Children’s Society; (1974). ***The original edition was published in 1929. #33409

A$65.00
92 Judd, Bernice.; Bell, Janet E.; Murdoch, Clare G.; compiled by. **HAWAIIAN LANGUAGE IMPRINTS, 1822-1899.** A Bibliography. First Edition; pp. xxx, 248(last blank); several illustrations, notes, sources, bibliography, index; original cloth; a fine copy. Honolulu; The Hawaiian Mission Children’s Society & The University Press of Hawaii; (1978). #33287 A$65.00
93  **Judd, John W.; F.R.S.  VOLCANOES.**  What they are and what they teach.  With 96 illustrations.  Fourth Edition.  Cr. 8vo, Fourth Edition; pp. xvi, 382, [2](blank); 95 figures including 11 plates, index; original red cloth, decorated in gilt & black; uncut; a nice copy; very scarce.  London; Kegan Paul, Trench, & Co; 1888.  ***The International Scientific Series, Vol. XXXV.***  #65809  A$85.00
94  Judd, John W.  **THE COMING OF EVOLUTION.**  The Story of a Great Revolution in Science.  F’cap 8vo, First Edition; pp. [viii], 172; 4 portrait plates, notes, index; original cloth (spine faded; some foxing).  Cambridge; at the University Press; 1910.  #9830  **A$18.00**
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